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Note: This document is best viewed in “two-page” mode, as 
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This chapter reflects the first phase of the project process, which consisted of baseline research, 
detailed site assessments, and community consultation. Together, the resulting outcomes formed 
the platform to develop a contextual concept plan and design – which in turn directed the detailed 
design process. Inside, you will find...

 × An introduction to the project, including 
key objectives, a map of the study area, 
and the project background;

 × An overview of the project process, 
including the intensive stakeholder and 
community consultation;

 × A brief summary of the consultation 

outcomes – based on advisory committee 
meetings, a stakeholder workshop, and a 
community gallery event; and, 

 × A gallery of existing conditions, 
representative of the detailed site 
assessment undertaken by the project 
team.

A1. Chapter Overview

INTRODUCTION,  
PROCESS, ASSESSMENT

A

A Community Initiative
While a design-oriented project, this plan represents a stakeholder-driven 
initiative, a collaborative and iterative process, and a community-based vision. 
Each component of this document was informed by broad community consensus, 
developed from extensive public participation.
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The Downtown Revitalization Plan provides 
the detailed conceptual designs and 
construction drawings necessary to achieve 
the community’s vision for beautification 
and enhancement in its downtown core. The 
focus is revitalization through the creation 
of attractive, convenient, and pedestrian-
friendly spaces.

The Plan is primarily a design initiative, rather 
than a typical area plan or policy document, 
which directly addresses a number of key 
elements in the downtown core: e.g., street 
trees, street furniture, lighting, and sidewalk 
surfacing. Additionally, the plan provides 
direction for strengthening connections to 
and from the waterfront, integrating public 
art and wayfinding elements, and enhancing 
community ‘gateway’ features. 

The planning area consists of the six core 
blocks of Broadway Street, from Nelson 
Avenue to 6th Avenue (see map on following 
page), as well as the five cross streets 
between 1st Street NW and the waterfront.

The Sections of the Plan include: 

 × An introduction to the project, including 
an overview of the project, planning 
process, and outcomes of the consultation 
and site assessments (Section A).

 × An overview of the Conceptual Design 
and Plan for the study area, including a 
look at the evolution of the plan elements 
through the project process (Section B).

 × An Implementation Strategy, providing 
clear direction and recommendations for 
the Village to pursue in order to realize its 
project objectives (Section C).

 × Detailed Design and Construction 
Drawings, which provide the technical 
specifications necessary to realize the 
detailed concept design (Appendices A 
and B).

 × A high-level costing estimate of the 
project design elements (Appendix C). 

A2. Introduction
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A3. Study Area Map
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The planning area consists of the six core blocks of Broadway Street, from Nelson 
Avenue to 6th Avenue, as well as the five cross streets between 1st Street NW and 
the waterfront, with the exception of the north ends of 6th Avenue and Nelson 
Avenue. As a streetscape design initiative, the scope of the project includes the 
area within the public right of way – not on private property.
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A4. Project Background

The Village of Nakusp is appealingly located 
on the shores of Upper Arrow Lake in the 
West Kootenay Region of BC, surrounded by 
the beautiful Selkirk and Monashee mountain 
ranges. With a long history of human 
settlement and evolving local industries, the 
Village is in an excellent position to capitalize 
on its strong heritage, natural wonders, and 
resiliency as a community. 

Nakusp is a hub for the wider region, 
playing an important role in the overall 
vitality of surrounding communities. With 
a local population of just over 1,600 and a 
service area of 4,500 residents, the Village 
has maintained a steady population over 
the past decade. Therefore, although the 
planning area for this project consists of 
only the existing downtown commercial 
core in Nakusp, revitalization of this space 
influences a much larger area. 

The Village has already taken substantial 
steps toward a successful Downtown 
Revitalization process by working with 
local community and stakeholder groups to 
develop a common understanding of work 

necessary to achieve improvements in the 
downtown – as well as of the direct and 
indirect benefits to economic development 
and tourism in Nakusp. 

The 2016 Main Street Boost report process 
(National Trust for Canada) identified 
opportunities to improve and beautify the 
downtown streetscape. The Downtown 
Revitalization plan builds upon this work 
and directs the Village of Nakusp toward the 
necessary design and planning interventions 
needed to support increased pedestrian 
comfort, appeal, and accessibility. This is 
achieved through the delivery of a context-
sensitive concept plan, detailed design, and 
construction drawings, built upon a strong 
foundation of collaboration, stakeholder and 
community engagement, and strong local 
natural, physical, and social assets. 

In mid-2017, a collaborative team led by 
Barefoot Planning developed a project 
process, anchored by intensive stakeholder 
and community consultation, that resulted 
in the development of this plan. 
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The purpose of the Downtown Revitalization 
Plan is to create a concept design for Nakusp’s 
downtown and then provide clear goals and 
an implementation strategy to achieve that 
vision. The document is future-oriented and 
allows for development to occur over time, 
in a strategic and phased way – as funding 
is available. This will allow the downtown 
to evolve in a manageable, sustainable, 
and viable manner, with some tasks taking 
priority in the shorter-term and others able 
to be phased in over time. 

The key themes that the Downtown 
Revitalization Plan addresses are: 

 × A clear vision framework for the area, 
including vision statement, goals, and 
guiding principles; 

 × Mobility and accessibility of both vehicles 
(including trucks and recreational 
vehicles) and pedestrians, including 
sidewalk surfacing and continuity, 
pedestrian crossings, signage, on-street 
parking, and corner bulbouts and mid-
block curb extensions; 

 × Creating primary and secondary gateway 
elements through improved signage, 
street design, and landscaping; 

 × Strengthening connections, both visually 
and physically, between the downtown 
and waterfront areas; 

 × Beautification of the downtown through 
the design and maintenance of street 
trees and additional landscaping 
elements; and, 

 × An implementation strategy for key 
actions and infrastructure improvements. 

The Downtown Revitalization Plan further 
identifies next steps – including capital 
initiatives and programs – to be considered 
by the Village to facilitate achieving the 
vision.

The Downtown Revitalization Plan ultimately 
serves to guide construction of a new 
downtown streetscape and acts as a tool to 
provide guidance for capital investments. 
Actions and recommendations are provided to 
inform next steps and guide future initiatives. 
This completed design document will allow 
the Village to implement revitalization of 
the downtown core in stages, as funding 
becomes available.

A5. Purpose (and How to Use This Plan)
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The project process was rooted in a 
collaborative team and stakeholder-driven 
approach to developing the final design. The 
process consisted of three primary phases: 
[1] Preliminary Research and Assessments, 
[2] Community Engagement and Concept 
Design, and [3] Design Development and 
Construction Drawings. The diagram on the 
facing page illustrates this process – the core 
of which was the community consultation. 

To start, the Project Team undertook a 
detailed desktop and site analyses of the 
study area. Next, a stakeholder workshop 
tested early design ideas and developed 
a range of key directions. to be pursued in 
more detail. 

The Project Team then developed these 
directions into a number of preliminary 
illustrations and visual examples. These 
scenarios were presented to the Advisory 
Committee, refined further, and then 
presented at a Community Concept Gallery 

(in-person and online survey) in order to 
harvest feedback on the public’s preferred 
ideas to be included in the plan. 

Next, the refined final Concept Design and 
preliminary detailed designs were iteratively 
developed, informed by regular Advisory 
Committee meetings. 

As the key elements of the plan were 
finalized,  detailed designs were advanced 
and construction drawings began in earnest.

The resulting plan is thus based on a 
collaborative team approach (i.e., staff 
and consultant input), broad public and 
stakeholder input, as well as contemporary 
best practices and streetscape design /
planning principles. The final document was 
presented to Council and community. 

A6. Project Process

Impressive Public Participation
In addition to the strong attendance for engagement events, the online survey saw 
extraordinarily participation levels, reflective of the high-level of resident engagement 
and resultant consensus about the key elements of the plan. 

From a community of roughly 1,600 people, 250+ survey responses were received!
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A7. Community Consultation

31 workshop 
participants

59 community 
gallery attendees

251 survey 
participants
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An intensive and interactive engagement 
process contributed to establishing clear 
directions, building consensus, and refining 
outcomes for the project. Key outcomes from 
the engagement process are summarized 
briefly below:

The Downtown’s Greatest Strengths are...

 × Strong sense of community and 
welcoming, friendly people

 × Beautiful natural environment, with 
viewscapes of forests, mountains, and the 
lake

 × Proud heritage largely rooted in industry 
(forestry, mining) and transport (steam 
ships, railroad)

 × Popular and well-maintained waterfront 
walkway

 × Vibrant arts community

The greatest needs to address are... 

 × Uneven, worn, cracked sidewalk surfacing 

 × Highway street lights – replace with 
decorative fixtures

 × Inconsistent and unhealthy street trees

 × Lack of cohesive streetscape elements

 × Lack of seating along Broadway

 × Lack of people space and traffic calming 
(e.g., corner bulbouts)

 × Poor wayfinding and physical connections 
to/from the waterfront

 × Lack of clear gateways into downtown 

 × Outdated wayfinding elements

 × Lack of accessibility features, such as 
smooth surfacing, shorter crossings, curb 
letdowns, and convenient seating

 × Accommodating recreational vehicles 
(e.g., RV parking) and large truck traffic

The principles to inform the plan should...  

 × Establish a unique identity (distinct from 
other towns) and the elements that 
express it (i.e., authenticity)

 × Leverage streetscape improvements to 
revitalize the downtown and strength 
economic and social activity (i.e., vitality)

 × Design and construct to withstand 
economic, environmental, and social 
change over time (i.e., resilience)

A8. Consultation Outcomes
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The above images are representative of the current conditions in the study area. 
They highlight both the features and opportunities as well as the issues and 
challenges that must be addressed as part of the Revitalization Plan.

A9. Existing Conditions Gallery

Example of avenue waterfront connection.

Downtown gateway/wayfinding signage.

Worn and uneven sidewalk pavers.

Typical streetscene with improved building 
facade.

Gateway to waterfront via Nelson Ave.

Downtown wayfinding signage.

Existing sidewalk infrastructure.

Wide paved road area with limited pedestrian 
spaces.

Example of avenue waterfront connection.

Community information board.

Heritage information signage.

Example of an unimproved rear laneway.
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Example of existing planter.

Precedent landscaping on museum grounds.

Sample trash receptacle.

Typical streetscape design elements.

Example of existing street tree location.

Memorial plaque embedeed in sidewalk.

Sample bicycle rack.

Example of inconsistent streetscape elements 
and sidewalk cluttering.

Heritage building on side avenue.

Example of improved building facade.

Cluttered sidewalk scene.

Vehicular-oriented infrastructure on side 
avenues, with large paved areas.
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This chapter presents the overall Concept Plan and Design for the study area, transitioning from 
high-level principles and directions to detailed concept designs. Inside, you will find:

 × An overview of the project design 
approach;

 × A summary of project goals, values, and 
principles that inform the Concept Plan;

 × A list of key planning directions, 
informed directly by the consultation and 
assessment processes;

 × A high-level concept plan, which 
illustrates they key elements of the plan 

and provides images of the ‘types of 
things’ envisioned;

 × An illustration of the preliminary concept 
designs and how they evolved through 
the project process; and,

 × Detailed Concept Design drawings, which 
begin to operationalize the preliminary 
directions and designs into fully realized 
streetscape designs. 

B1. Chapter Overview

DOWNTOWN CONCEPT 
PLAN & DESIGN

B
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The design approach is based upon a firm 
understanding of the local context. The 
project team committed to not only gaining 
an understanding of the key physical 
needs (via site assessment) and stated 
community desires (via consultation) but 
also an appreciation for the past, present, 
and future identity of the Village. In doing 
so, the project team was able to develop a 
plan that was context sensitive, founded in 
contemporary best practices, and distinctive 
to Nakusp – speaking to history, climate, 
natural surroundings,  and social context.

As a result, the presented Concept Design 
strikes a balance between [a] heritage, 
industrial, and contemporary design 
aesthetics; [b] naturalized/low-maintenance 
and ornamental landscaping; [c] operational 
practicality (i.e., for snow clearing) and 
people-oriented design; [d] aspiration 

and fiscal responsibility; and [e] present 
conditions (e.g., 2-3 core downtown blocks) 
and future vision (i.e., revitalization and 
redevelopment).

In striking these balances, the project involved 
both harvesting unfiltered ideas from locals 
and challenging the status quo via education 
and illustration of potential alternatives. 
The effect of this approach was reflected in 
the evolution of feedback received from the 
community and advisory committee – such 
as an increasing desire for people spaces and 
for a unique streetscape identity. 

While civic commitment by residents, 
decision-makers, and other key stakeholders 
drove the process forward, this context-
sensitive and collaborative approach built 
strong consensus for the evolving concept 
plan and design – found within this section. 

B2. Design Approach
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Based on past initiatives and studies 
to date, stakeholder consultation, and 
project team analysis, the following 
goals were developed to represent the 
key objectives that the project seeks 
to achieve.

Base on the initial phase of the project, a framework was created from which to build the resulting 
planning, design, and policy components. The project goals, values, and principles inform the 
subsequent content; and, this content must speak to this framework to ultimately achieve the 
project goals and vision.

Beautification
A streetscape design that is not only 
functional but also aesthetically-pleasing 
and inviting for locals and visitors alike.

People Spaces
An increase in pedestrian-oriented spaces, 
which increase safety and comfort – and 
invite people to stay and enjoy the area.

Mobility & Connectivity
Improved accessibility for all abilities, 
and modes of transportation – and better 
connections to/from the waterfront. 

Project
Goals  

B3. Project Framework   
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Similarly, based on stakeholder 
consultation, and project team 
analysis, the following represents the 
most important, core values that the 
project should speak to and embrace 
in all aspects of the planning and 
design.

Finally, the project principles represent 
the guiding ‘rules’ that the concept 
plan and design should speak to in 
order to achieve the project goals. 

People
The people define Nakusp, and they are  
friendly, welcoming, industrious, and 
artistic.

Natural Environment
Mountains, lakes, forests, and rivers are 
both a central attraction and an integral 
part of daily life in Nakusp.

Heritage
Present day Nakusp stands on a rich 
industrial, agricultural, cultural, and 
indigenous heritage.

Project
Values  

Vitality
Focus on long-term prosperity for the 
local economy, rooted in social vibrancy 
and activity in the downtown core.  

Authenticity
Be true to the identity of the Village and 
use high quality materials to reflect this 
identity.

Resilience 
Prioritize multi-functional infrastructure 
(e.g., appealing landscaping that also 
increases stormwater capacity) and 
initiatives that can sustain economic, 
environmental, and social change.

Project
Principles   
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 × Improve key streetscape and sidewalk elements Street trees, street lights, sidewalk surfacing, 
seating/benches, trash bins, planters and in-ground landscaping, and other elements all need 
to be addressed as part of a cohesive design and the development of a distinct local character.

 × Utilize corner bulbouts and mid-block curb extensions that serve multiple functions       
The existing paved roadway is very wide, presenting the opportunity to utilize corner ‘bulbouts’ 
and curb extensions that serve multiple functions, including pedestrian safety, beautification, 
stormwater management, run-off filtration, etc. 

 × Improved wayfinding and signage The existing wayfinding signage in downtown is deteriorating 
and in need of replacement and improvements.

 × Transition to low-maintenance landscaping While much of the existing landscaping is 
ornamental in nature, low-water/-maintenance landscaping would [a] reduce water consumption 
and cost, [b] reduce maintenance costs, [c] better reflect the local environment, [d] offer more 
year-round beautification, and [e] increase stormwater management and filtration possibilities.

 × Develop primary and secondary gateway elements While a classic gateway ‘arch’ may not be 
viable, gateway elements that signal the beginning of the downtown core and that strengthen 
connections to/from the waterfront are practical, contemporary alternatives.

 × Provide opportunities for public art As part of beautifying downtown, the Revitalization Plan 
can provide a platform for integrating more local art (e.g., murals, sculptures) into the core area.

 × Formalize parking areas, parking signage, and RV parking As part of the overall streetscape 
improvements, parking (on and off Broadway) will be better designed, designated, and/or signed 
– including ensuring clarity and direction for RV parking.

 × Pursue options for enhanced stormwater management capabilities Currently, stormwater 
runoff drains directly into the lake – without filtration. With corner bulbouts and curb extensions, 
there is the opportunity to integrate ecological stormwater management infrastructure, such 
as ‘raingardens’ and/or ‘bioswales’, which act to slow runoff, increase infiltration, and filter 
contaminants.

 × Use materials that reflect core values and principles High quality materials are essential 
to establishing a strong, lasting ‘sense of place’. In order to be contextual and authentic, an 
emphasis on raw materials – namely wood and steel – are proposed. Recycled plastic also 
presents an opportunity for a durable, eco-friendly alternative.

B4. Revitalization Planning/Design Directions

Based on the outcomes of preliminary assessments, advisory committee meetings, and community 
consultation, consensus about several key needs and opportunities emerged. These form the 
planning directions that, in turn, informed the development of the concept plan and design. 
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B5.  
Concept Design Evolution

Preliminary Option 1 The first concept design for community feedback included all 
the key streetscape elements along with parallel parking, enhanced crosswalks, and 
integration of wood elements.

1

Preliminary Option 2 The second concept design featured the same key elements as well 
as angled parking on the south side of Broadway. This proved to not be a viable option 
due to paved surface widths and operational demands, such as snow clearing.

2

Final Concept Design Based on extensive feedback from the public and key stakeholders, 
the final concept design included all key streetscape elements, coloured concrete and 
pavers accents, parallel parking on both sides of the street, and extensive landscaping.

3



B6. Concept Plan:  
Visualization Gallery

This gallery provides images of the ‘types of things’ 
envisioned for the Downtown Revitalization Plan. Some of 
these elements are realized in the detailed design section; 
others are future action items.
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Designated RV Parking

Primary Gateway & 
Wayfinding

Enhanced Sidewalks

Corner Bulbouts

Mid-block Curb Extensions

Angled Parking

Enhanced Crosswalks

Secondary Gateways

Public Art / Murals

Primary Gateway & 
Wayfinding

Pedestrian scale wayfinding elements, including directional signage.

Enhanced crosswalk applications can help to calm traffic and create a 
stronger sense of place.

Secondary gateways and wayfinding elements that strengthen 
connections between the downtown core and the waterfront.

Public art opportunities integrated throughout the study area.
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Primary downtown gateways integrated into the streetscape, including 
vertical elements, seating, and landscaping.

Improved sidewalk with a mix of concrete and pavers, decorative light 
fixtures, low-maintenance landscaping, and street furniture.

Corner bulb that calms traffic, increases pedestrian comfort and safety, and 
provide space for landscaping, seating, and other streetscape elements.

Mid-block curb extension incorporating landscaping, stormwater 
management, bike parking, and seating.

Angled parking at strategic locations increase parking capacity, buffer 
pedestrian from traffic, and help define key downtown nodes.
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Following the final iterations of the Concept Plan and preliminary Concept Design, 
the project team began detailing the key components of the streetscape design, 
which would ultimately translate these concepts into implementable technical 
drawings. Below are detailed concept designs of two of the key new streetscape 
elements – mid-block curb extensions and corner bulbouts. The facing page 
shows an initial detailed block design, which would act as the blueprint for the 
construction drawings and landscape design of the entire study area.

Mid-block Curb Extension Concept
These mid-block curb extensions are multi-functional streetscape infrastructure 
that act to [a] create new people spaces for sitting, staying, and enjoying; [b] 
enhance landscaping opportunities to beautify the street, provide shade, and 
add stormwater management capacity, and [c] calm traffic and signal a more 
pedestrian-oriented space.

Corner Bulbout Concept
The corner bulbouts serve similar (multiple) purposes to the mid-block curb 
extensions, providing additional people and landscaping space and calming 
traffic. Additionally, the bulbouts serve to shorten crossing distances and better 
accommodate those with mobility challenges.

B7. 
Detailed Concept Design

Note: detailed design by LARCH Landscape Architecture.
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Streetscape Design – Sample Block
Incorporating the key streetscape elements 
(e.g., bulbouts, curb extensions, street trees, 
lighting), a detailed landscape design of a 
sample project area block was developed to 
act as a blueprint for the entire study area. 
See the legend below for information on 
the independent design elements.

Note: detailed design by LARCH Landscape 
Architecture.
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B8. 
Landscape Palette

The landscape planting approach to Nakusp seeks to use native species in conjunction with plant 
types which are suitable and well adapted to the project site in terms of context and climate. 
Special attention is given to avoiding species which are known wildlife attractants. The use of 
both native and appropriate non-native species will result in an increase in biodiversity while 
maintaining the unique landscape aesthetic consistent with Nakusp and surrounding areas. Native 
species have been noted and shrubs applicable for use in stormwater management applications 
such as bioswales, rain gardens (i.e. tolerant of being submerged in stormwater on a temporary 
basis) have been noted.

Grasses + Sage

Wildflowers, 
Sedums, Forbs

Pink Blazing Star -  
Liatris spicata

Blue Oat Grass - 
Helictotrichon sempervirens

Prairie Splendor Coneflower -  
Echinacea purpurea ‘Prairie Splendor’

Ostrich Fern -  
Matteuccia struthiopteris

Yarrow -  
Achillea millefolium (Native)

Bronze Veil Hair Grass - 
Deschampsia caespitosa ‘Bronzeschleier’

Goldsturm Coneflower -  
Rudbeckia fulgida ‘Goldsturm’ (Native)

Russian Sage -  
Perovskia atriplicifolia

Autumn Joy Stonecrop -   
Sedum spectabile ‘Autumn Joy’

Karl Foerster Reed Grass -   
Calamagrostis x acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster
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Autumn Blaze Maple -  
Acer x freemanii ‘Jeffersred’

Dakota Pinnacle Birch - Betula  
platyphylla ‘Fargo’ (Native/cultivar)

Street Trees Shrubs

Greenspire Linden -  
Tilia cordata ‘Greenspire’

Blue Shag Dwarf White Pine -  
Pinus strobus ‘Blue Shag’

Black Lace Elder -  
Sambucus nigra ‘Eva’

Royal Purple Smoke Bush -  
Cotinus coggygria ‘Royal Purple’

Smooth Sumac -  
Rhus glabra (Native)

Dwarf Mugo Pine -  
Pinus mugo ‘Pumilo’

Ninebark -  
Physocarpus opulifolius (Native)

Oregon Grape -  
Mahonia aquifolium (Native)

Coyote Willow - Salix exigua  
(Native + Stormwater)

Mock Orange -  
Philadelphus lewisii (Native)

Red Osier Dogwood - Cornus stolonifera 
(Native + Stormwater)
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B9. 
Sidewalk Concept

0.6m 1.5m 1.2m

3.3m (typical)

The frontage zone 
functions as an extension 
of the building and 
typically accommodates 
entryways, signage, and 
seating.

Due to limited sidewalk 
width, it is recommended 
that local bylaws and 
enforcement ensure 
that the frontage zone 
primarily functions as 
a clear path, with the 
exception of entryways, 
projecting signage (from 
the building face), and 
awnings.

Frontage Zone

The pedestrian clear path 
functions as the primary, 
dedicated, and accessible 
pathway that runs 
parallel to the street. 

Due to the limited 
sidewalk width in the 
study area, local bylaws 
and enforcement should 
ensure that the clear path 
incorporates the frontage 
zone wherever possible.

Clear Path Zone

The street furniture zone 
is defined as the section 
of the sidewalk between 
the curb and the clear 
path, in which street 
furniture and amenities 
such as lighting, benches, 
newspaper kiosks, transit 
facilities, utility poles, 
tree pits, and bicycle 
parking are provided. 

Furniture Zone

The buffer zone is the 
space immediately 
adjacent to the sidewalk, 
and may consist of 
a variety of different 
elements that buffer 
pedestrians from 
vehicular traffic. 

In this plan, these 
elements include curb 
extensions, potential 
parklets, stormwater 
management features, 
and on-street parking.

Buffer Zone

Shop
Sign

The below diagram designates four zones for the sidewalk and adjacent space. These zones are 
reflected in the detailed project design and should be reflective in future policy development and 
enforcement by the Village.
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B10. 
Concept Illustration 

The below detailed concept illustration and streetscape ‘render’ are indicative of the final 
streetscape design.
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This chapter provides an implementation strategy for the realization of the Downtown Revitalization 
Plan. In this chapter, you fill find:

 × Key notes regarding a strategic approach 
to plan implementation;

 × A set of project recommendations, which 
serve to address the wider scope of the 
plan beyond the technical streetscape 
designs; and,

 × An implementation plan, which sets out 
clear actions and initiatives for the Village 
and its partners to undertake beyond the 
detailed streetscape improvements.

C1. Chapter Overview

IMPLEMENTATION 
STRATEGY

C
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The Downtown Revitalization Plan represents 
both a tremendous opportunity and a 
distinct challenge for the Village of Nakusp. 
Successful implementation of the plan will 
not only require [a] acquisition of funding 
and [b] management of the construction 
process but also [a] continued community 
support, [d] on-going ‘championing’ from 
local stakeholders, and [e] commitment 
from staff and decision-markers to support 
the streetscape improvements with broader 
planning initiatives.

Moreover, to fully achieve the objectives of 
the Revitalization Plan, a strategic approach 
to implementation is necessary. This approach 
involves a couple of key considerations.

First, in addition to the ‘direct’ streetscape 
improvements detailed in the construction 
drawings, the Village must pursue a 
number of supporting initiative (see 

Recommendations on p. 30-34). For example, 
while the detailed streetscape design 
identifies locations for public art, the Village 
will need to initiate a program for procuring 
and displaying local art in these locations. 
Moreover, the Village can go one step further 
by working with local artists and landowners 
to establish a mural program, beautifying 
blank walls and structures in the downtown.

Two, with the above in mind, an incremental 
approach can be taken to this project. The 
availability of grant funding will dictate the 
construction of streetscape improvements in 
phases. Phasing of certain elements offers an 
opportunity for ‘easy wins’ throughout the 
study area, funded and implemented by the 
Village. And, complementary actions (e.g., 
public art, parking signage) can come over 
time via capital budgets and collaboration 
with stakeholders..

C2. Strategic Approach 
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A. Phased and Incremental Streetscape 
Improvements Implementation of 
streetscape improvements are dependent 
on funding – which will be largely 
dictated by grants opportunities. To 
optimize return on value, the Village 
should take the following approach:  
 
[1] While funding amounts are unknown, 
the Village should prioritize completing 
fewer blocks (e.g., 4-5) at a higher quality 
(i.e., all features and elements) rather than 
more blocks (e.g., 5-6) at a lower quality.  
 
[2] With this in mind, prioritize  
streetscape improvements between 
6th and 3rd Avenues, first, then 
between 3rd and Nelson Avenues. For 
the latter area, street improvements 
should be prioritized from west to east, 
extending from the core western area.  
 
[3] That said, some initial cost savings 
could be considered should it allow initial 
improvements to extend toward Nelson: 
For example, in the near term, the initial 
allocation of street furniture could be 
reduced in areas of less activity.

B. Public Art and Mural Programs The 
detailed design identifies locations 

for public art within the streetscape. 
However, the Village should establish 
a public art program, whereby local 
art is procured on a temporary or 
permanent basis to be displayed along 
Broadway. The Castlegar Sculpturewalk 
is a precedent worth exploring.  
 
Additionally, the Village should consider 
a similar program for matching mural 
artists with landowners – bringing 
colour and beauty to blank walls (e.g., 
on side avenues, laneways) and unsightly 
structures (e.g., propane tanks).

C. Wayfinding Strategy and Signage The 
detailed design identifies locations for 
new wayfinding signage. However, the 
Village should undertake a complementary 
initiative to develop effective wayfinding 
information and design the replacement 
signage.

D. Primary Downtown Gateways Similarly, 
the detailed design provides the basis 
for eastern and western gateways to the 
downtown via landscaped corner bulbouts 
and strategically placed light fixtures. 
However, as part of the wayfinding 
initiative (E, above), the Village should 
solicit a design of gateway signage and 
explore other elements (e.g., lighting, 

C3. Primary Recommendations

The following recommendations incorporate key components of the Concept Plan, as well as 
additional priorities identified throughout the project process. Together, they represent a high-
level guide to the Revitalization Plan, from direct design implementation to peripheral initiatives. 
Moreover, these recommendations facilitate a vision – established by the Advisory Committee and 
community – that seeks to complement and enhance the existing character of Nakusp, rather than 
change it or become something else.
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banners) to strengthen the two primary 
entries to the downtown core.

E. Secondary Waterfront Gateways The 
connections between downtown and 
the waterfront are vital to Nakusp – and 
are currently underutilized. The Village 
should pursue the following to strengthen 
these ‘secondary’ downtown gateways: 
[a] use landscaping to create stronger 
visual connections to the lake and to 
the staircases by, for example, pruning 
back trees and large hedges that block 
views (e.g., on 5th Avenue); [b] ensure 
consistent and clear wayfinding signage 
from Broadway to the waterfront; [c] 
consider the use of a consistent lighting 
and signage/landscaping features to 
signal the gateways to the waterfront; [d] 
in the longer term, consider constructing 
gateway structures to the waterfront (see 
example on p. 20); and [e] establish  at 
least one covered access and an additional 
accessibility ramp to the waterfront.

F. Formalized Parking and Signage While 
Nakusp does not have a ‘parking problem’, 
there are a few issues and opportunities 

that can be addressed to complement 
the physical improvements to the study 
area. First, the Village should establish 
designated RV parking west (or north) of 
the study area – making this very clear 
via parking signs, curb markings, and 
wayfinding signage. Second, the Village 
should consider utilizing angled parking 
on the one side of the avenues to the 
north of Broadway, in order to increase 
parking capacities and create strategic 
locations for wayfinding information – 
particularly during the summer months.  
Third, the Village should identify 
locations – likely on the side avenues 
– to designate parking stalls for those 
with mobility challenges. And, finally, the 
Village should create clear markings and 
signage for parking at the avenue ends, 
toward the waterfront. This should be 
done in order to [a] differentiate between 
public on-street and private parking 
areas, [b] differentiate between public 
on-street parking and private property 
access points, and [c] create visual and 
physical connections to the waterfront 
by preventing the avenues ends being 
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A. Parklets Program Early in the project 
process, temporary ‘parklets’ (typically 
associated with and undertaken by 
private businesses) were among the 
proposed directions. While the impetus 
wained, the Village should explore 
the feasibility and local appetite for 
seasonal parklets – particularly on the 
side avenues and on Broadway (opposite 
side from the mid-block curb extensions).  
 
As a type of temporary urbanism, 
consider parklets in tandem pilot projects 
(C3.B) for their ability to [1] contribute 
to unimproved blocks by providing 
additional people space, calming traffic, 
and offering an element of novelty to 
attract visitors and [2] test drive ideas 
that could later be brought onto the side 
avenues or rear lanes in the study area.

B. Public Washrooms The existing public 
washroom building at the base of 
Nelson Avenue is unappealing yet 
acts as a key gateway for visitors 
to Nakusp and its waterfront. The 
Village already plans to paint the 
structure with novel colours or a mural.  
 
Additionally, through the project process, 
there was significant calls for an 

additional publicly-accessible washroom 
within the downtown core. The Village 
should investigate the viability of such an 
amenity.

C. Seasonal Vibrancy and Lighting The 
Village faces a number of climatic 
challenges – not least of which is an 
abundance of snowfall. However, the 
Village should continue with directions 
for seasonal lighting and other initiatives 
that bring year-round vibrancy and 
‘warmth’ to the downtown core. 
 
Additionally, the Village should explore 
ways to improve snow clearing to/from 
and along the waterfront path – in order 
to enhance year round activity in and 
around the downtown core.

D. Sign Bylaw, Sidewalk Clutter, and 
Enforcement The Village should address 
Schedule B. Signage of the Zoning Bylaw 
in the following ways: [a] increase level 
of enforcement to ensure a clear sidewalk 
travel lane and consistent usage of 
public space by private businesses; and 
[b] amend Schedule B regulations to 
require free standing advertising signage 
(sandwich boards) and related elements 
in the street furniture zone (see p.26). 
 

C4. Secondary Recommendations

The following recommendations incorporate those key components of the Concept Plan, as well as 
additional priorities identified throughout the project process. Together, they represent a high-level 
guide to the Revitalization Plan, from direct design implementation to peripheral initiatives.
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Further, ensure the addition and strategic 
placement of ashtrays as part of the 
streetscape improvements in order to 
help maintain a clean, comfortable, and 
aesthetically-pleasing downtown.

E. Facilitate Redevelopment and Facade 
Improvements The Village should 
continue to work with local businesses 
and landowners to [a] facilitate 
building facade improvements through, 
for example, tax agreements, and [b] 
encourage consistent and complementary 
redevelopment in the study area via 
regulatory levers (e.g., density bonusing) 
and other potential initiatives (e.g., 
revitalization district), which are beyond 
the scope of this design plan.
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C5. Implementation Plan: On-Going and Short-term Actions
On-going actions may be completed over time as part of the Village of Nakusp’s (VoN) regular opera-
tions or addressed opportunistically, as funding or partnerships become available. Short-term actions 
represent ‘low-hanging fruit’ that are recommended for capital budget funding in the near future. 

on-going actions 
short-term actions (0-3 years)

ACTION DESCRIPTION PRIORITY

A Streetscape 
Improvements

 » Village to secure funding to construct streetscape improve-
ments (e.g., sidewalk surfacing, street trees, decorative lighting, 
landscaping, etc.) in a block-by-block manner, as detailed in this 
plan.

 » High

 » Priority 1: 6th to 3rd Ave

 » Priority 2: 3rd to Nelson Ave 
(West to East)

B Waterfront – Visual 
Connection

 » Strengthen the physical and visual connection to/from the 
waterfront through landscaping, parking management, signage, 
and lighting.

 » High  
(landscaping/pruning, parking)

 » Medium-High 
(signage, lighting)

C Parklets Program  » Staff to explore Council and community appetite to initiate a 
seasonal parklet program, whereby private businesses may apply 
to construct temporary ‘people spaces’ in place of adjacent on-
street parking.

 » Medium 
(investigation)

A Public Art Programs  » Develop a Public Art program to secure local art to integrate into 
the streetscape.

 » Explore an additional mural program in the downtown.

 » High

B Wayfinding Strategy 
and Signage

 » Develop and install new wayfinding information and signage 
throughout the downtown.

 » Medium-High

C Existing Public 
Washroom

 » Refurbish the existing public washroom off Nelson Avenue with, 
at least, exterior paint.

 » Medium-High

D Seasonal Vibrancy –
Lighting

 » Utilize seasonal lighting (e.g., in street trees) to support year 
round vibrancy in the downtown.

 » High 
(Seasonal lighting)

E RV Parking  » Establish a designated RV parking area, west of 6th Avenue, and 
develop complementary parking and wayfinding signage.

 » High  
(RV parking)

F Sign Bylaw & 
Enforcement

 » Address sidewalk clutter and ensure adherence to the proposed 
sidewalk zones by updating Schedule B of the Zoning Bylaw and 
enforcing relevant regulations.

 » Medium-High  

G Angled Parking on 
Avenues

 » Consider establishing angled parking on one side of the down-
town avenues (north of Broadway) to increase parking capacity.

 » Identify locations and designate stalls for those with mobility 
challenges.

 » Medium
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Implementation Plan: Medium- and Long-term Actions
Medium- and long-term actions are to be pursued over time and will require a commitment from future 
Councils to realize the ‘bigger picture’ of downtown revitalization in Nakusp.

medium- and long-term actions (3+ years)

ACTIONS DESCRIPTION PRIORITY

A Downtown Gateway 
and Signage

 » Integrate landscaping, signage, lighting, and additional features 
(e.g., banners) to establish gateways into downtown.

 » Medium-High

B New Public Washroom  » Explore an additional public washroom near the centre of the 
downtown core.

 » Medium

C Waterfront 
Accessibility

 » Explore the viability of an accessible ramp to the waterfront, 
midway between Nelson and 6th Avenues.

 » Explore the feasibility of a covered walkway or improved snow 
clearing to improve mobility through the seasons.

 » Medium 
(investigate accessible ramp, 
covered connection, improved 
snow clearing operations).

D Waterfront Gateways  » Strengthen the visual connection to/from the waterfront 
through gateway structures.

 » Medium

E Seasonal Vibrancy –
Programming

 » Explore additional winter events and festivals to activate the 
downtown and attract visitors throughout the season.

 » Medium

F Facade Improvements 
& Redevelopment

 » Explore potential initiatives to support landowners to improve 
building facades in the study area.

 » Encourage complementary redevelopment of the downtown 
through regulatory levers and other potential initiatives.

 » Medium

Local Partnerships and Champions

While the Village will ultimately play the lead role in most of these actions, local 
partners (e.g., organizations, businesses, residents) will be vital to realizing a successful 
implementation. Their role(s) may include advocacy, volunteerism and support, skills 
and resources, long-term stewardship, and leadership.

Moreover, it will local ‘champions’ that ultimately see this vision for Nakusp take shape, 
through [a] making the civic commitment to drive actions forward and [b] being stewards 
of these improvements and initiatives over the long term. These champions could take 
the form of Village staff or Council members, residents, or other local stakeholders.
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C6. Preliminary Project Budget
The below table represents a preliminary, high-level project budget for the 
proposed streetscape improvements as detailed in section B7 of this plan.

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION PER BLOCK TOTAL AREA

A Demolition & 
Miscellaneous

 » Removal, demolition, or relocation of 
existing asphalt paving and concrete 
(where necessary), concrete pavers, 
site furnishings, and street trees.

 » Miscellaneous including mobilization 
/ demobilization, erosion and sedi-
ment control, and traffic control.

 » $5,800  » $35,000

B Surfacing  » Unit and installation costs of co-
loured brushed concrete, concrete 
pavers, concrete header curbs, new 
asphalt, wheelchair ramps, and line 
painting.

 » $140,700  » $844,000

C Stormwater  » Relocation and installation of catch 
basins and relevant materials.

 » $9,000  » $54,000

D Electrical & 
Lighting

 » Unit and installation costs of new 
light poles and bases, tree recep-
tacles (electrical), conduit, junction 
boxes, and underground wiring.

 » Includes removal of existing light 
poles and modification of existing 
flashing beacon.

 » $83,000  » $500,000

E Site 
Furnishings

 » Unit and installation costs of seat-
ing, tables, trash/recycling recepta-
cles, tree grates.

 » $31,500  » $190,000

F Softscape & 
Trees

 » Unit and installation costs of street 
trees and plantings, feature boul-
ders, strata vault systems for street 
trees, bark mulch, and design-build 
of irrigation system.

 » $53,500  » $320,000

Totals  » $323,500  » 1,943,000

Note: All estimates are approximate, based on 90% drawings, exclude GST, 
and exclude a recommended 15% construction contingency. 
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